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True Facts About Electric Vehicles vs Gasoline Powered Vehicles
This story is not intended to be an advocate “for” or “against” electric cars, but it is a convenient source for
you to see and understand the economics of electric vehicles versus gasoline vehicles through a link on our
website at www.waynewhitecoop.com/pages/EV where you can click on “Savings Calculator” and do a direct,
real world comparison for yourself. The calculator is provided from data supplied by Hoosier Energy.
You can input the current price of gasoline
where you live, along with the price you pay for
electricity per kWh and run the comparative
numbers. There is no question that driving an
electric vehicle in today’s world is much cheaper than driving a gasoline or diesel-powered
vehicle. For example, if you drive a vehicle that
gets 24 miles per gallon, and gasoline is $4.29
per gallon, it will cost you $4.29 to drive 24
miles. That same $4.29 would take you 110
miles in an electric car, which is 86 more miles
than the gasoline vehicle took you for the same
amount of money. This comparison is based
upon you charging your vehicle at home on a Level-2 charger (based upon our rates) and not on the road at a
commercial charging station, where rates and fees can vary. Let’s take a look at some more math below.
If you drive your gasoline vehicle 15,000 miles per year, the fuel cost based upon today’s gas prices of $4.29
per gallon will cost you $2,681.00 to drive those 15,000 miles. However, in an electric vehicle based upon our
Kilowatt price of 11.9 cents per kWh, it would only cost you $584 per year to drive the same 15,000 miles,
which would be a savings of $2,096.00 per year. Bear in mind that there would be additional costs incurred
during the year in your gasoline powered vehicle that includes multiple oil changes, which would not be necessary or needed in an all-electric vehicle, whether you choose to drive an all-electric car, truck, or SUV.
If you extend the operation cost comparisons out to five years, and drive 15,000 miles per year, (75,000 miles
total), your gasoline fuel costs will be $13,406 over the five-year period based upon current gasoline prices
of $4.29 per gallon. Meanwhile, driving
15,000 miles per year for five years in your
electric vehicle (charged at home on our power lines) will only cost $2,924.00 which would
be a five-year savings of $10,481.00 plus
hundreds of dollars saved for not having to
get oil changes during those 75,000 miles in
your electric vehicle. All-Electric vehicles also
do not have mufflers or catalytic converters,
two components of your exhaust system that
can fail and result in expensive replacements
in gas-powered vehicles. EV’s also do not require spark plugs and spark plug wires, so
there is no ongoing replacement expense for
those items either.
(continued on the next page)

For more information, including a photo and description of multiple electric vehicles now available on the
market, search through the EV page on the Wayne-White Electric Cooperative website. A Federal Tax Credit
of up to $7,500 can be applied to the purchase
of many EV models, and a new $4,000 State of
Illinois Incentive Rebate is also available on the
purchase of an electric vehicle. There are now
20 different manufacturers of electric vehicles
on the market, including a growing list of trucks
and SUV’s, in addition to a variety of two-door
and four-door automobiles. The newly announced “corridor project” will be adding more
high speed EV chargers on major highways.
Many people still have valid concerns about the infrastructure for charging electric cars since they are not as
commonplace as gas stations. There are currently nearby Level-3 (high speed) charging stations in Evansville,
Mt Vernon, Centralia, Salem, Farina, Effingham, Marion, Carbondale, Makanda, Paducah, Terre Haute, Cape
Girardeau, Springfield and St Louis if you get away from home and feel that you don’t have enough battery
power remaining to return home to your own Level-2 charger in your garage. The range on most electric vehicles is 250 to 300 miles on a single charge. Some of the newly released models will go up to 400 miles.
A Level-3 (high speed) commercial charger can
charge your battery substantially in just 30-40
minutes. Therefore, you see them a lot at Restaurants, Grocery Stores, Wal-Marts, and Hotels so
that EV owners can go shopping, or eat a meal
while their car charges, and then they can get back
on the road. You can also see a map of EV charging stations on our website. EV’s contain lithiumion batteries which are much different than the
traditional lead-acid battery under your hood.
Wayne-White Electric Cooperative still has (3) FREE Level-2 Chargers available to giveaway to three of our members
who choose to purchase an electric vehicle, and have it installed by an electrician of your choice, at your home, if you
live on our power lines. The Charging Stations are made by Juice Box. For more information, call us at (618) 842-2196.
Electric vehicle technology is really not that new. Anyone who plays golf has been using an electric golf cart for years,
and you never give it a second thought about running out of battery power on the golf course. We also use battery
powered tools like drills, saws, leaf blowers and weed eaters that we charge up to use as needed. It’s the same thing.
Based upon the EV economics, who would be a good candidate for an
electric car? Basically, anyone who has a short commute to work each
day (30 miles or less) would see a huge savings by owning an all-electric
vehicle versus driving a gasoline or diesel-powered vehicle. With a short
commute, you could easily charge your EV at home as needed. You
would not have to depend upon a commercial charging station, unless
you travel far out of town. Another factor to consider is your electric
service. Since a Level-2 charger will require 50 amps to operate, you
might need to modify your service panel to accommodate the charging
system. Any qualified electrician can install the charging unit for you at
your home.
(continued on the next page)

How does the purchase price of an electric vehicle compare to a gasoline model?

Let’s look at an example of two different trucks, two different SUV’s as well as a car. You will see that the difference in
price is not that much, especially if you take advantage of and utilize the Federal Tax Credit money of $7,500 and the
State of Illinois EV perk of $4,000. Consult your tax professional for details on both of these incentives.
(MSRP = Manufactured Suggested Retail Price)
The Chevrolet Silverado truck has a MSRP of $34,600 in a gas model vs $39,900 for the EV version.
The Ford F-150 truck has a MSRP of $54,725 in a gas model vs $67,474 for the Electric version.
The Chevrolet Equinox SUV has a MSRP of $25,800 in a gas model vs $29,990 in the EV version.
The Chevrolet Blazer SUV has a MSRP of $33,400 in a gas model vs $44,900 in the EV version.
The Mazda CX-30 car has a MSRP of $25,734 in a gas model vs $28,313 in the Electric version.
It should be noted that Chevrolet Blazer is promoting a range of 320 miles on a single charge, while the all-electric
Chevrolet Silverado truck is boasting an amazing 400 mile range, which rivals and surpasses the Tesla automobiles.

What would be the demand on the electric grid if most people switch to electric vehicles?

That’s a legitimate concern, especially given the fact that the supply and demand of electricity is already running close
during certain peak times of the year. However, most people would not be charging their vehicles on a hot day when
the air-conditioner is running. More than likely, most charging would take place at night when the demand for electricity on the grid is much lower. Many power companies and electric Cooperatives are looking at developing a special
“off-peak” charging rate for owners of electric vehicles that will be another perk to charge at night instead of during
the day. Wayne-White will be looking at this issue as we continue a cost-of-service study and rate analysis.

What about the Warranty and Lifespan of the batteries in an Electric Vehicle?

Federal Law requires that every EV manufacturer cover the batteries for at least 8 years or 100,000 miles. Most other
components on an electric vehicle are covered for at least 60,000 miles, although the coverages will vary slightly.
It is impossible to answer every question you might have about electric vehicles in the space of this story, which is why
we are referring you to the page about electric vehicles on our website at www.WayneWhiteCoop.com/pages/EV and
we also suggest you visit a national website on the subject at www.pluginamerica.org which will go into other specific
questions for you as you do your research, including “hybrid” vehicles which is an entirely different discussion. By definition, “hybrid” vehicles are powered by both gasoline and electric, but do not qualify for some of the incentives. As
we said at the beginning of this story, we are not “for” or “against” electric vehicles (or hybrids). They have their place.
Although they might not be for everyone, EV’s can certainly be ideal for some people and their driving habits.

On the Front Cover:
Linemen from Wayne-White install the electric feed underground for the new McDonald’s Restaurant in Fairfield between Delaware and Main Street. Construction
of the new facility has occurred next to present McDonald’s location which remained opened daily.
Multiple construction crews worked in tandem to erect
this new building in a very short period of time. Despite
the intense heat we had in July and August, they were
out there on location working every day to stay on target.

New Food Ministry is Launched in Southern Illinois to Meet Large Need
By Randy Olson

We see and hear so much about the negative impacts of the Covid pandemic and how it has changed our world, which
is true. But through all of the adversity of Covid, a local man
has discovered a way to meet the needs of many people
through a new food ministry that has taken off thanks to semitrailers that were originally commissioned for use as morgues
which was anticipated during the pandemic.
Matt Hart is suddenly knee-deep in a food ministry operating on
a shoestring out of the former Ace Hardware Store building in
McLeansboro. This all came about after Matt answered the call
to serve in ministry that he felt in his heart. “Four years ago, I
was attending church, but I wasn’t really serving, I really wasn’t
participating in active ministry to help others,” said Hart. “I decided to go to a tent revival with an Evangelist named JD Ramsey. After spending two months attending that tent revival, I
began to hear God’s call on my life. I became acquainted with
Alan Murphy, who I credit as being my spiritual influence and
mentor. As a result, I helped to start a church in West Frankfort
known as Souls Harbor. Nine months after seeing God move
miraculously in that ministry, I felt I was being led to meet a
need by feeding people throughout southern Illinois.”
To most people that would be a tall task, and most of us wouldn’t know where to start. Matt had faith, he prayed a
lot, he enlisted help from others, and soon he found himself operating in a downtown building in McLeansboro launching a start-up food ministry known as the Remnant House of Prayer.

“It is all biblical,” said Hart. “There was a remnant after the flood and a remnant after the crucifixion. I just wanted to
follow God’s calling on my life by feeding people physically and giving them a place where they could pray and be fed
spiritually.”
While Matt was content with helping
where he could by gathering 50 bags of
groceries here and there for people in
need within Hamilton County, a phone
call came in that suddenly changed the
trajectory of the food ministry exponentially. “I got a phone call from one of my
volunteers, Chris Wooley of Paducah,
and he said I have access to 342,000
eggs that need a place to call home so
they can be given away to people in
need,” said Hart. “Keep in mind at this
moment I really had almost no connections for distribution, no coolers, and
limited refrigeration and limited transportation space. It was overwhelming
to say the least.”
(continued on the next page)

But Matt was able to quickly overcome the obstacles and he delivered
thousands of eggs to a facility known as Crosswalk in West Frankfort,
and the eggs were then given away to people who needed them. There
was really nothing wrong with the eggs except they were not consistent
in size, but they were fresh. Soon thereafter, Matt received a phone call
from a lady at Crosswalk who thanked him for the eggs and then asked
him if he needed a semi-trailer. Realizing that God was perhaps opening another door for him, he took down the name and phone number of
a contact that she provided and before you knew it, Matt was not just
dealing with contacts on the local and State level, but he had suddenly
been given an opportunity to tap into the Federal Government with
some resources and contacts that would completely expand the outreach of the food ministry almost overnight.
“I was hoping to obtain the use of 1 or 2 semi-trailers to meet the immediate needs of the food distribution ministry to area food pantries
and churches, but I suddenly had access to 21 semi-trailers as well as
some networking opportunities to get a variety of food into this area of
southern Illinois which has such an enormous need to fill,” said Hart.
As I mentioned in the opening paragraph of this story, these semi-trailers were designed with the idea of being used to
house bodies as temporary morgues during the pandemic, much like we saw happen in New York City. The trailers
came outfitted with several wooden platforms inside them. Fortunately, none
of these trailers ever had to be used as a morgue, so now they are available
for Matt and his ministry to utilize for food distribution to multiple food pantries. Therefore, you could say that these trailers are an ironic benefit of the
pandemic, otherwise “The Remnant House of Prayer” would not be able to
provide the level of food distribution that they have already started in just one
year.
The food ranges from canned foods, boxed foods, cereal, pasta, and occasionally they have fresh chicken and ham. A vital partner in this food ministry is
Hands of Hope located in Joliet, where Matt has also placed two of the semitrailers. Another important partner in this endeavor has been Jabez Ministries
(Larry and Kathy Belcher) of Owensboro, KY. The additional semi-trailers are
strategically placed near food pantries and churches that are feeding people in
the following communities: Cairo, West Frankfort, McLeansboro, Fairfield,
Lawrenceville, McClure, DuQuoin, Carmi, Equality, Mount Vernon, Centralia,
Brockport, Harrisburg, Olney, Salem, and Herrin.

With the addition of the semi-trailers, the workload to
accumulate the food and distribute it to the 21 locations
has made it necessary for Matt to quit his full-time job so
that he can devote all of his time to this ministry. It’s a
huge leap of faith as he answers God’s call on his life. But,
in the past 30 days, God has provided over $30,000 in provisions to make the job easier. The ministry was recently
gifted with a Box Truck as well as a fork-lift, both of which
make the entire process much easier than doing it all by
hand, the old-fashioned way.
(continued on the next page)

The move into the former Ace Hardware building in the shopping center east of McLeansboro was another answer to prayer. Although
they don’t yet have the electricity turned on in the building (as of this
writing), they have 5,000 square feet of storage space to house many
pallets of food as they come in. The goal is to get the power turned
on and make some modifications to the building to make it easier to
utilize. Ironically, there is another 10,000 square feet of space in the
former Tom’s Grocery Store next door which also has walk-in coolers
that would be ideal for the ministry. The space is available for rent,
but there is very little money in the ministry to be able to take on
more rent and additional utilities. Matt and his wife, Kristina, have
made that a matter of prayer.
There are a number of volunteers and churches who are helping Matt with distribution and labor. He could always use
more help, so it is an opportunity for people to serve. For those citizens who also need to do Community Service due
to school projects or to satisfy legal obligations, it is a
real opportunity to serve. “We had members of the
Foxes basketball team and their head coach here helping out with our recent food distribution day,” said
Hart. “I think it was a blessing to each of them to be
able to give back to the community while serving people who need it. The Bible says that when you bless
the orphan, the widow, the downtrodden and the oppressed, then he will bless you. We continue to see
new blessings nearly every week.”

The ministry was also recently given a Tiny House to utilize for someone in need. It was donated by Curtis White of
Tiny House Ministries, who just moved their base of operations from Missouri to Florida. Matt hopes to find a place to
put the Tiny House soon, where it can be used for people in need of shelter. He has also had discussions with Justin
Roberts of Highline to Hope Ministries, who we featured in the pages of the Cooperative Connection Newsletter back in
April. Justin and his wife founded a Tiny Home ministry to assist people in southern Illinois who need shelter to get
back on their feet again.

With the box truck and the multiple locations of semi-trailers strategically
placed across southern Illinois, Matt has also been able to help some deep
south food pantries and churches save time and transportation cost by
picking up food on their behalf at Midwest Food Bank and bringing it to
them along with the food that Matt has received from Joliet to distribute
to the pantries and churches. Making these logistics work helps everyone.
Although Matt did not take on this food ministry effort for personal recognition or publicity, his efforts have caught the attention of the Illinois Emergency Services Management Association, who recently recognized Matt
with a “Community Partnership Award” plaque in appreciation of his hard
work. Matt and his wife attend Christian Chapel Church in McLeansboro.
They invite other churches to be involved in the food ministry and volunteer to serve. “This effort takes a lot of people,” said Hart.
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Delicious Baked Chicken Meatballs

• 1/2 cup shredded Parmesan cheese
• 1/2 cup dry bread crumbs
• 1 large egg, lightly beaten
• 2 tablespoons olive oil
• 1/2 teaspoon salt
• 1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
• 1/2 teaspoon paprika
• 2 teaspoons minced fresh parsley or 1/2 teaspoon
dried parsley flakes
• 1/2 teaspoon pepper
• 1 pound ground chicken

Preheat oven to 400°. In a large bowl, combine the
first 9 ingredients. Add chicken; mix lightly but thoroughly. Shape into 1-1/2-in. balls. Place meatballs on a
greased rack in a 15x10x1-in. baking pan. Bake until
cooked through, 20-25 minutes. If desired, top with
additional chopped fresh parsley.

1-1/2 cups heavy whipping cream
1/2 cup sugar
1 tablespoon vanilla extract
1 container (5.3 ounces) plain Greek yogurt
9 whole graham crackers
3 cups fresh strawberries, sliced
In a chilled small glass bowl and using chilled
beaters, beat cream until it begins to thicken.
Add sugar and vanilla; beat until soft peaks
form. Gently fold in Greek yogurt.
Spread 1 cup cream mixture in the bottom and
around sides of a 9x5-in. loaf pan lined with
plastic wrap. Top with a single layer of graham crackers, breaking to fit. Arrange a single layer of strawberries over cream mixture.
Repeat with remaining cream, graham crackers and strawberries, ending with a layer of
whipped cream over the top.
Refrigerate, covered, 8 hours or overnight. If desired, garnish with additional sliced strawberries. Slice to serve.

